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FULL SPEED AHEAD.
Your schedule is in constant flux – morning meetings in Manhattan, followed by a client lunch in Chicago – and you need a travel 

solution that can keep up.

The Learjet 75LXi, by Bombardier, is the latest in a long line of innovative aircraft. We’ve combined the industry-leading speed and 

efficiency that Learjets are famous for with tailor-made cabin interiors to create an unmatched travel experience. As a private 

traveler, you know that speed and comfort come standard – but the Learjet 75LXi resets the standard by offering more of each. 

Custom-designed interiors and the designation of fastest jet in its class elevate the Learjet 75LXi above the competition – but it’s 

the Flexjet service that makes this aircraft soar. Be prepared to be impressed.

Welcome to the future of private travel.

WELCOME TO THE LEARJET 75LXi.





CLIMB HIGHER. CRUISE FASTER. 
LAND ANYWHERE.
In the aviation world, you’ll hear a lot of numbers and technical specifications 

tossed around. It usually sounds something like this:

The Learjet 75LXi has a transonic cruising speed of Mach 0.78, the fastest 

in its class. It has a nonstop range of 2,050 sm, 3,850 lbs. of takeoff thrust 

and a 12 percent runway length improvement over the Learjet 45. 

What does that mean to you? With a faster cruising speed, you’ll spend less 

time in the air and more time at your destination. You’ll also travel further 

on a fractional hour than you could with other jets.

The Learjet 75LXi will take you from Chicago to Los Angeles, nonstop, 

and the improved runway length opens the door to even more airport 

destinations across the country.

All of this works together to conserve your most valuable asset: time. We 

know you don’t have a moment to waste, and this jet is designed to make 

every airborne moment count.





CUSTOMIZED FOR YOUR COMFORT.
The Learjet 75LXi is a Flexjet-exclusive aircraft; you won’t find this ride anywhere else. We worked with Bombardier to obtain a 

separate certification from the Learjet 75, and took the lead in designing the cabin details and layout – all to produce a truly unique jet 

for our owners. 

We’re proud of the strides we’ve made to distinguish the Learjet 75LXi. To start, the interior has been engineered to make the most of 

every inch of space, so the cabin feels larger than a typical super-light jet. Sound suppression was also a top priority when choosing 

materials for the seats, walls and floor. A noisy cabin can cause fatigue during a long flight, which is why minimizing the acoustical 

footprint was a key driver of every design decision.

A quieter flight is just one example of how the Learjet 75LXi is built for your comfort. When cruising at altitude, the cabin pressure is  

kept low, reducing dehydration and fatigue, and ensuring that you arrive at your destination refreshed. 

The luxury interior, customized for Flexjet owners, isn’t just about aesthetics; it’s designed to maximize space and comfort, making 

the Learjet 75LXi a distinctly unique option in the super-light category.

19’ 9” 5’ 1”

4’ 11”





THE DESTINATION WILL WAIT.
SAVOR THE JOURNEY.
Your most frequent destinations are closer than ever before, thanks to 

cutting-edge aerodynamic technology and powerful, highly efficient 

Honeywell engines that make the Learjet 75LXi the fastest jet in its class. 

This aircraft continues a Bombardier tradition of innovation and pushing 

boundaries – a tradition that is built into every aspect of this jet, from 

performance to cabin design.

Inside the Learjet 75LXi, premium, ergonomic leather seats are accented 

with eye-catching hammered metal clasps and buckles – a detail that’s 

repeated throughout the cabin’s hardware. Discreet touchscreen monitors 

and tables are nearly invisible when stowed, but always an intuitive click 

away when you need them. When deployed, the touchscreen monitor 

controls everything you need to make your flight enjoyable, from cabin 

temperature to music and video. The screen has an articulating hinge 

that allows you to position and view it at any angle, so your viewing 

experience is truly your own. 

Our commitment to comfort through design is most apparent in the 

details: Two fold-down ottomans at the front of the cabin are a subtle 

invitation to put up your feet after a long day in the office.





SPEED AND RANGE
NORMAL CRUISE SPEED

515 mph

MAXIMUM OPERATING RANGE

2,050 statute-mile range

CABIN DIMENSIONS
CABIN LENGTH, WIDTH & HEIGHT 

19’10” x 5’1” x 4’11”

A CLASSIC, REIMAGINED.
For more than 50 years, the Learjet line of aircraft have traversed our skies, ferrying the world’s leaders to countless destinations 

across the globe. That storied heritage and commitment to performance has earned the Learjet 75LXi a place of distinction in the 

Flexjet fleet.

The newly imagined Learjet 75LXi makes an unforgettable first impression. As you approach the aircraft, the first thing you’ll notice 

is the long nose and streamlined design. Sleek and aerodynamic, the Learjet’s iconic silhouette suggests incredible speed, even when  

it’s parked on the ramp. With its class-leading speed and a maximum cruising altitude of 51,000 feet – almost 10 miles above the 

ground – the Learjet 75LXi occupies a level of performance shared with only the most elite aircraft. But at Flexjet we know that speed 

alone will never win the long races; that’s why our carefully curated fleet of aircraft is supported by some of the top aviation experts  

in the country. From catering to trip planning to aircraft maintenance, we meticulously check every detail, so you don’t have to. 

The Learjet 75LXi will bring a new level of anticipation to your next trip; it’s so fast, you’ll be there before you know it – so comfortable, 

you’ll wish the experience had lasted just a little bit longer.

PASSENGER CAPACITY
6 PASSENGERS

BAGGAGE CAPACITY
50 ft3 (cubic feet)

Power Outlets

Telephone

Video Monitors

Airshow System

DVD Player

Fold-Out Galley Seat

CD Stereo

Headsets

Cabin Speakers

Microwave and Warming Oven

Refreshment Center

Fully Enclosed Aft Lavatory

Gogo Text & Talk

CABIN AMENITIES
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YOU WON’T JUST BE FLOWN, YOU’LL BE MOVED.

800.FLEXJET  |  FLEXJET.COM


